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We examine the question of whether fluids and crystals are differentiated on the basis of their zero
frequency shear moduli or their limiting zero frequency shear viscosity. We show that while fluids,
in contrast with crystals, do have a zero value for their shear modulus, in contradiction to a
widespread presumption, a crystal does not have an infinite or exceedingly large value for its
limiting zero frequency shear viscosity. In fact, while the limiting shear viscosity of a crystal is
much larger than that of the liquid from which it is formed, its viscosity is much less than that of
the corresponding glass that may form assuming the liquid is a good enough glass former. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3167793
I. INTRODUCTION
Response theory and Green–Kubo relations provide a
good understanding of the microscopic origins of viscoelas-
ticity in fluids.1–3 They show that all fluids are in fact vis-
coelastic. However the range of frequencies over which one
sees a crossover from low frequency viscous behavior to
high frequency elastic behavior, varies by more than 10 de-
cades for various common fluids. Solids are also expected to
be viscoelastic, exhibiting viscous as well as elastic
behavior.4 Of course there is a limit to the maximum strain
amplitude that can be applied to a crystal before it fractures,
cleaves, plastically deforms, or melts.5 However provided
this limit is obeyed one can, in principle, compute or mea-
sure elastic constants at all frequencies including zero and
shear viscosities at all frequencies except zero. This presents
an interesting question: How does the limiting zero fre-
quency shear viscosity of a crystal compare to that of a fluid
or a glass?
In contrast to fluids the microscopic origins of the rheo-
logical properties of crystals are poorly understood. There is
no equivalent to the Green–Kubo theory that has been pro-
posed for the viscoelastic behavior of crystals. We know of
no collection of the frequency dependent shear viscosity of
crystalline materials. There are collections of experimental
data for the frequency dependent shear moduli.4
It is easy to understand why this surprising state of af-
fairs exists. The standard derivation of Green–Kubo expres-
sions for the Navier–Stokes transport coefficients relies on
the Onsager regression hypothesis and a solution of the fluc-
tuating Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic equations.1,6 For crys-
tals the corresponding elastohydrodynamic mode-coupling
equations are quite complex and anisotropic. As far as we
are aware no one has derived the Green–Kubo relations for
the frequency dependent elastohydrodynamic coefficients of
a crystal. Furthermore when you shear a crystal the underly-
ing equilibrium state varies with the strain. This is not so in
a fluid. This difference implies that the Green–Kubo deriva-
tions themselves are inherently more complex for crystals
than for the corresponding liquid or gas.
We adopt a much easier approach to solve this problem.
We restrict ourselves to the case where there is no significant
linear creep and then employ the SLLOD equations for time
dependent planar Couette flow.6 These equations give an ex-
act description of adiabatic time dependent planar Couette
flow arbitrarily far from equilibrium. These equations con-
vert a technically complex thermal transport process into a
much simpler mechanical process that can be analyzed using
a thermostatted version of Kubo’s response theory.2
II. THEORY
A. Thermostatted SLLOD equations for isothermal
planar shear
We use the standard isokinetic equations of motion
which feature a synthetic thermostat under the condition that
the total peculiar momentum is always zero. We know some
important facts about synthetic thermostats of this type:
1 their equilibrium distribution function is known;6,7
2 any artifacts in the dynamical correlation functions due
to the synthetic thermostat are at most of order O1 /N
where N is the number of particles in the system;6
3 the linear response of the system to an external field is
devoid of artifacts due to the synthetic thermostat;6
4 if we wish to study nonequilibrium phenomena outside
the linear response regime we can arrange things such
that the thermostat only acts on a region far removed
from the system of interest.8
The isokinetic equations of motion are
q˙i = pi/mi + Ci · Fe,
p˙i = Fiq + Di · Fe − pi, 1aElectronic mail: swilliams@rsc.anu.edu.au.
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 =
i=1
N pi · Fi + pi · Di · Fe
i=1
N pi · pi
,
where qi and pi are the position and peculiar momentum of
the ith particle, q is the 3N dimensional vector of all the
positions, = q ,p is the 6N dimensional phase space vec-
tor, mi is the mass of the ith particle, Fi is the force on the ith
particle due to interactions with other particles, and Fe is the
external field which drives the system away from equilib-
rium. When it is set to zero, if the system is ergodic and has
decaying memory, any arbitrary initial distribution will even-
tually relax to equilibrium.7C i and D i are second rank tensors
which couple the system to the external field and  is the
thermostat multiplier which holds the value of the peculiar
kinetic energy, i=1
N pi
2 /2m, constant. The equilibrium distri-
bution function when Fe=0 for the system is given by
f = K − K0pMexp− H0
Z
,
2
Z  dK − K0pMexp− H0 ,
where K is the peculiar kinetic energy which is fixed to
the value K0, H0=Kp+q is the Hamiltonian with
q the potential energy due to the particle interactions,
pM =i=1
N pi is the total peculiar momentum, and −1kBT
=2K0 / 3N−4 where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the
equilibrium thermodynamic temperature. We note that if the
system is ergodic with decaying memory the distribution
function Eq. 2 is the unique, dissipationless equilibrium
state.7 We also note that Eq. 2 includes all finite size cor-
rections. The Helmholtz free energy of the system is7
A = − kBT lnZ . 3
For the system undergoing planar shear we use the so
called isokinetic SLLOD equations of motion,6
q˙i = pi/mi + i˙tqyi,
p˙i = Fi − i˙tpyi − pi, 4
 =
i=1
N pi · Fi − ˙tpxipyi
i=1
N pi · pi
,
where i is the unit vector in the direction of the x Cartesian
axis, pxi is the x component of pi the peculiar momentum of
particle i, and ˙t=dux /dy is the time dependent strain rate
where ux is the x-component of the steaming velocity. In
computer simulations Eq. 4 is used in conjunction with
Lees–Edwards shearing periodic boundaries6 to minimize the
system size dependence of the results. The adiabatic form of
these equations give an exact description of adiabatic shear
flow arbitrarily far from equilibrium. They are equivalent to
Newton’s equations of motion plus an integrated shift in the
x-laboratory velocity of 0t ds¨sqyis for every particle. De-
composing the strain rate into an infinite sum of infinitesimal
Heaviside steps shows that the adiabatic form of Eq. 4 is
exact for time dependent planar Couette flow.
B. The difference between solids and fluids
under quasistatic strain
A fundamental difference between a fluid and a solid is
that while a solid can support a small externally applied
stress indefinitely, a fluid cannot. Fluids will always flow in
response to the applied stress thereby eventually reducing the
magnitude of the stress to zero. If we subject a liquid to a
quasistatic strain rate there will be no work done in shearing
it. To prove this we note that the rate at which work is done
in shearing a single ensemble member is given by
W˙ t  H˙ 0
ad =
H0

· ˙ ad  − JVFet
= − ˙tVPxy , 5
where the flux, J, introduced here is defined by Eqs. 4 and
5 and Pxy is the xy element of the pressure tensor closely
related to the shear stress, xy =−	Pxy
. Using Eq. 4 we see
that
VPxy = 
i=1
N
pxipyi
mi
+ 
i=1
N
Fxiqyi. 6
To leading order we have 	Pxy
 ˙+O˙3 and so if we
calculate the work required to quasistatically strain a fluid by
a fixed amount , at constant shear rate ˙, we obtain
	W
QS = − lim
˙→0
˙V
0
/˙
dt	Pxyt
 = lim
˙→0
V˙ = 0,
7
where  is the shear viscosity. This is relevant because the
change in free energy due to the strain is exactly given by the
quasistatic work done and thus the underlying equilibrium
free energy of a fluid does not change with a strain.
Let us now consider what happens if we subject an ini-
tially unstressed solid, =0, to an infinitesimal change in
strain. We assume that the final strain  is sufficiently small
that the solid responds according to linear elasticity theory.
Thus the average shear stress is related to the zero frequency
shear modulus, G0, and the strain by the equation 	Pxyt

=−G0t. The change  may be effected by perturbing the
boundary conditions,
	W
QS = − lim
˙→0
˙V
0
/˙
dt	Pxyt

= lim
˙→0
VG0˙2
0
/˙
tdt =
1
2
VG02. 8
Because a solid can support a stress for an indefinite time the
underlying equilibrium free energy will depend on the
change in strain, as in turn will the partition function, Eq. 3.
Thus the expression for the equilibrium distribution function
will now explicitly depend upon the strain through the parti-
tion function, Z, and so will the equilibrium average of a
phase variable, 	B
,eq.
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We wish to calculate to leading order the change in the
xy-element of the pressure tensor for a solid subject to a
shearing deformation with a strain . The equilibrium av-
erage can be calculated from the expression,
	Pxy
,eq =
DdPxyexp− H0
Dd exp− H0
. 9
In this equation D defines a phase space domain which
is strained an amount , from a reference domain D0.
This may represent changes in the boundary conditions. The
average 	 . . . 
0,eq is an equilibrium average taken over the
domain D0 and the average 	 . . . 
,eq is similar but taken
over the domain D. Because of the anisotropy of crystals
the observed stresses will be strong functions of the align-
ment of the crystal relative to the strain or strain rate, tensor.
For simplicity we do not use notation that makes this align-
ment explicit.
The transformation between the two domains is given by
the equation
   −  , 10
where  is
 = qy1,0,0,qy2,0,0, . . . ,qyN,0,0,0,0,0,0, . . . ,0,0,0 .
11
We can transform the average Eq. 9 using the coordinate
transformation as
	Pxy
,eq
=

D0
d 

Pxy + exp− H0 + 

D0
d 

exp− H0 +  .
12
Noting that the Jacobian is unity, that d is a dummy inte-
gration variable, and expanding Pxy and H0 to leading orders
in  gives
	Pxy
,eq =
D0dPxy +  · Pxyexp− H0 +  · H0
D0d exp− H0 +  · H0
. 13
Approximating the exponentials to leading order in  gives
	Pxy
,eq =
D0dPxy +  · Pxy1 −  · H0exp− H0
D0d exp− H0 − D0d · H0exp− H0
, 14
and expansion of the denominator, to leading order in , gives,
	Pxy
,eq =
D0dPxy +  · Pxy1 −  · H0exp− H0
D0d exp− H0
	1 + D0d · H0exp− H0D0d exp− H0  . 15
Applying the coordinate transformation, Eqs. 10 and 11,
we see that
 · H0 = − Pxy
 V , 16
where Pxy
 is the configurational component of the
xy-element of the pressure tensor and
 · PxyV = 
i=1
N

j=1
N
Fxi
qxj
qyiqyj . 17
Substitution into Eq. 15 gives
	Pxy
,eqV = 	Pxy
0,eqV + V2	PxyPxy
 
0,eq
− 	Pxy
0,eq	Pxy
 
0,eq
+ 
i=1
N

j=1
N
Fxi
qxj
qyiqyj
0,eq
+ O2
= 	Pxy
0,eqV + V2	Pxy
2 
0,eq − 	Pxy
0,eq
2 
− V	g

0,eq + O2 , 18
where for simplicity we define the phase function g
 by the
equation
g
V  
i=1
N pyi
2
mi
− 
i=1
N

j=1
N
Fxi
qxj
qyiqyj , 19
which implies that the zero frequency shear modulus is
G0 = 	g

0,eq − V	Pxy − 	Pxy
0,eq2
0,eq. 20
The zero frequency shear modulus is thus the sum of a fluc-
tuation and a nonfluctuating term. The nonfluctuating term
valid at zero temperature was given by Born9,10 in 1939.
The derivation of the correct finite temperature result was
first given by Squire et al.11,12 in 1969 and rediscovered in
1986, see Ref. 13. For a fluid, the sum of these two terms is
exactly zero since the shear modulus is zero.14 For a solid
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these two terms do not cancel and there is a nonzero shear
modulus.
To gain a better understanding of these two terms con-
sider the response of a system to an impulsive strain rate:
˙t=t. From the SLLOD equations of motion Eq. 4
we see that for impulsive shear the change in the phase space
vector is
 = qy1,0,0,qy2,0,0, . . . ,qyN,0,0,− py1,0,0,
− py2,0,0, . . . ,− pyN,0,0 . 21
If we now consider some phase variable B whose func-
tional form is not explicitly dependent on the strain,
B0+ = B0− + B0− ·  + O2 ,
22
and substitute PxyV for B we see that
	Pxy0+
V = 	Pxy
0,eqV − V	g

0,eq
 	Pxy
0,eqV − G
V , 23
where 	Pxyt
 is the nonequilibrium average taken, at time t,
in this case at time t=0+ which is directly after the system
has been subjected to the impulse. The nonfluctuating com-
ponent of the zero frequency shear modulus is in fact the
infinite frequency shear modulus, G
, so that G0=G

−V	Pxy − 	Pxy
0,eq2
0,eq. For all systems solids or fluids
the infinite frequency shear modulus is given by Eq. 19. At
infinite frequency there is no time for the system to recog-
nize whether it is a fluid or a solid. In a fluid, and only in a
fluid, the zero frequency shear modulus is zero and hence we
get a second exact expression for the infinite frequency shear
modulus that is only valid for fluids: G

F
=V	Pxy
− 	Pxy
0,eq2
0,eq. Here the superscript F indicates that this
expression is only valid for fluids. This latter expression is
familiar to those acquainted with the Green–Kubo expres-
sions for the frequency dependent shear viscosity of fluids.6
Thus regardless of what state of matter we are dealing
with
V	Pxy − 	Pxy
0,eq2
0,eq = G
 − G0. 24
However the difference between a solid and a fluid is
whether the zero frequency modulus is zero as in a fluid or a
positive number as in a solid.
It is important to remember that this perfect mathemati-
cal cancellation between the fluctuation term and the non-
fluctuating term in fluids is no simple mathematical identity.
Consider two systems with identical Hamiltonians, densities
and equations of motion. The only difference between the
two systems is their temperature. One is in the solid state
phase and the other is in the liquid phase. You can transform
between the two states by simply changing the temperature.
Yet in the liquid the cancellation is perfect whereas in the
solid it is not. This cancellation is a symmetry that is particu-
lar to the fluid state.
The standard derivations of linear response theory as-
sume that the underlying equilibrium distribution function
does not change with strain. Clearly if we wish to treat a
solid phase we must account for the effect of the underlying
equilibrium distribution function depending on the strain.
C. Linear response to shear for systems
that are initially at equilibrium
In this section we will consider the linear change in the
stress in response to a small applied strain, first for an ordi-
nary fluid, then a crystal which is initially unstrained and
finally for a crystal with an initial strain that is not zero.
Linear response theory is described in terms of a field
and a conjugate flux. For the special case where both the
field and the flux, which are vectors, have a common direc-
tion, only their magnitudes are relevant and we may define
the flux, J, as
J 
Q˙  − H˙ 0
VFet
, 25
where V is the system volume, Fe is the magnitude of the
field which appears in Eq. 1, and Q˙ is the rate at which heat
is exchanged with the synthetic thermostat. To leading order
in the field 	Q˙ −H˙ 0
=OFe2 and thus as the field ap-
proaches zero so does the flux, J=OFe.
1. Equilibrium fluid
Consider a fluid in the isokinetic ensemble, Eq. 2,
which is initially in equilibrium and then perturbed by an
external field at time t=0. Linear response theory gives6
	Bt
 = 	B
eq − V
0
t
ds	J− sB0
eqFet − s , 26
where B is some arbitrary phase variable, 	J−sB0
eq
= 	J−sB
eq, and −s is the point in phase space,
such that if we start at it and run the equations of motion
forward in time with Fe=0 because the average is an equi-
librium one we arrive at the point  at time 0. Here we are
interested in planar shear with B=J= Pxy, 	Pxy
eq
=0, and Fet= ˙t. So we obtain
	Pxyt
 = − V
0
t
ds	Pxy− sPxy0
eq˙t − s . 27
2. Initially unstrained crystal
For the case of a crystal, the underlying free energy
changes with the strain due to the change in the boundary
conditions and a stress can be supported indefinitely. Of
course there are other processes than just planar shear which
could result in this behavior and so we will represent the
change in the free energy using the arbitrary parameter . In
the case of planar shear we will have =. We have recently
given a generalization of linear response theory for such a
case where a system may be simultaneously subject to a
dissipative field, Fe, and a parametric change, t, to its
equilibrium state.15 In this paper we proved that to linear
order in an arbitrary dissipative field and parameter the av-
erage linear response of a phase variable B , that may
depend on the parameter is
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	Bt
t = 	B
t,eq − V
0
t
ds	J− sB0
0,eqFet − s
− 
0
t
ds A0 	B,0
0,eq
−  H− s,0

B,0
0,eq

	˙ t − s . 28
We choose to set the parameter as the strain and the
dissipative field as the strain rate. In this case the Hamil-
tonian, H0, and the phase function B, have no explicit
dependence on the strain or strain rate, but averages will still
be dependent on these parameters via the boundary condi-
tions. Applying Eq. 28 to this situation gives
	Bt
t = 	B
t,eq − V
0
t
ds	Pxy− sB0
0,eq˙t − s
− 
A0

	B
0,eq
0
t
ds˙t − s , 29
where 	Bt
t is the value of the nonequilibrium average at
time t.
Let us now consider the example of a planar shear im-
pulse again, and choose B=J= Pxy, t=0∀ t0,
and ˙t=1t. Because the initial stress is zero we will
have 	Pxy
t,eq=0∀ t0. We consider the terms on the right
hand side of Eq. 29 in turn. The first term is easily seen to
be
	Pxy
1,eq = − G01 + O1
3 . 30
The second term is easily evaluated as −V1	Pxy
−tPxy
0,eq. Lastly we need to calculate the change in
the equilibrium free energy caused by the strain. We note that
Eq. 3 relates the free energy to the partition function. The
change in the partition function is easily computed as
ZN,V,T,1 = 
D0
d exp− H0
− 
D0
d · H0exp− H0
= ZN,V,T,0−1 + V1	Pxy
 
0−,eq , 31
and the free energy is thus
AN,V,T,1 = AN,V,T,0− − 1V	Pxy
 
0. 32
Given the reference domain D0 has zero strain and zero
stress, 	Pxy
0,eq=0, the change in the free energy will be
O2 and may be ignored in Eq. 29. We now use Eqs.
20, 30, and 29 to obtain the response to the impulse,
˙t=1t,
	Pxyt
 = − 1	g

0,eq + V1	Pxy
2 
0,eq
− V1	Pxy− tPxy0
0,eq. 33
At time t=0+, Eq. 33 coincides with the stress that one
would calculate for a sudden impulse i.e., the response is
given by the infinite frequency shear modulus alone. At very
long times, t→
 where the autocorrelation function fully
decays, Eq. 33 reduces to that given by the zero frequency
shear modulus Eq. 20. At first sight, Eq. 29 looks para-
doxical. The first term on the right hand side is the correct
long time answer for any changes in the shear rate that are
completed before time t. Since that first term has no memory
it looks as though it gives the infinite frequency response.
However, as this example has just proved, this is not the
case.
If we apply Eq. 33 to a fluid, which must have 	g

eq
=V	Pxy
2 
eq, then Eq. 33 will be compatible with Eq. 27.
3. Initially strained crystal
For a crystal which is initially strained by an amount
0=0−, but that is none the less in equilibrium, Eq. 30
becomes
	Pxy
0+1,eq = 	Pxy
0,eq − G001 + O1
2 , 34
and for the change in free energy we have
A0

= − V	Pxy
0,eq. 35
We now use Eq. 29 and consider the response to an impul-
sive change in the strain rate, ˙t=t1. We see that
	Pxyt
 = 	Pxy
0,eq − G001
− V1	Pxy− tPxy
0,eq
= 	Pxy
0,eq − 1	g

0,eq + V1	Pxy
2 
0,eq
− V1	Pxy− tPxy
0,eq, 36
where Pxy= Pxy− 	Pxy
0,eq. Again we see that this
equation gives the initial response to the impulse,
	Pxy0+
 = 	Pxy
0,eq − 1	g

0,eq, 37
at time 0+. As t→
 it decays to the equilibrium value,
	Pxy
0+1,eq = 	Pxy
0,eq − 1	g

0,eq + V1	Pxy
2 
0,eq,
38
=	Pxy
0,eq − G001. 39
For the case where 0=0 we have 	Pxy
0,eq=0 and
Pxy= Pxy and Eq. 36 reduces to Eq. 33. We reit-
erate that the values for the various elastic moduli will of
course depend on the alignment of the crystal relative to the
strain rate tensor. For a crystal the elastic modulus is in fact
a fourth rank polar tensor.
D. Oscillatory planar shear
We now consider the case of oscillatory planar shear
applied to a crystal, by using Eq. 29 to calculate the re-
sponse in the stress B= Pxy to an applied strain of the
form,
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t = 0 sint = −Ri0eit . 40
The response to the oscillatory strain will become sinusoidal
after the decay of initial transients and is often expressed in
terms of the storage or real G˜ R and loss or imaginary G˜ I
shear moduli
lim
t→

	Pxyt
 =Ri0G˜ eit , 41
where G˜ =G˜ R+ iG˜ I. This quantity is related to the
complex frequency dependent shear viscosity by the equa-
tion
G˜  = i˜ , 42
where ˜= ˜R− i˜I and thus G0=G˜ =0 and G

=lim→
 G˜ .
The applied field is Fe= ˙t=0 cost, the change in
free energy for a crystal is given by dA /d=−	Pxy
0,eq=0
and the flux is J= Pxy. Using Eq. 29 we have
	Pxyt
 = 	Pxy
t,eq − V0
	
0
t
ds	Pxy− sPxy0
0,eq cost − s ,
43
which, using a trigonometric identity and Eq. 30, gives
	Pxyt
 = − G00 sint − V0 sint
	
0
t
ds	Pxy− sPxy0
0,eq sins
− V0 cost
	
0
t
ds	Pxy− sPxy0
0,eq coss . 44
Combining this with Eq. 41 we obtain
G˜ R = G0 + V
0


ds sinsCs ,
45
G˜ I = V
0


ds cossCs ,
where the correlation function is given by
Cs = 	Pxy− sPxy0
eq,0. 46
Using Eqs. 42 and 45 we see that ˜R=G˜ I / and
G˜ R=G0+˜I.
˜R = V
0


ds cossCs ,
47
˜I = − G0/ + V
0


ds sinsCs .
If we now ask what function, t, generates the spec-
trum for the frequency dependent shear viscosity, we see that
it is
t = G0 + VCt, t 0,
48
t = − G0, t 0.
A double sided Fourier transform of this function gives
Eq. 47. The memory function for the zero frequency elastic
response must be odd in time because a constant strain is an
even function of time while a constant strain rate is of course
odd. For linear elasticity and linear viscosity to both apply to
the system, both the strain and the strain rate must be small
at all frequencies including near zero.
III. SIMULATION, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation details
To test the theory we used both equilibrium time corre-
lation data, obtained using Eqs. 1 with Fe=0 and nonequi-
librium molecular dynamics NEMD data, obtained from
Eq. 4 from oscillatory strain simulations. The simulations
used N=108 particles with periodic boundary conditions to
model a perfect crystal at a finite temperature. Because we
model a single crystal with no defects there will be no long
range stresses and no large system size effects. We know
from the pioneering studies of a realistic potential for argon
by Barker et al.16 that for perfect crystals, 108 atoms are
sufficient for quantitative agreement with experiment.
An equilibrium face center cubic fcc crystal was
formed as a cubic array of periodic molecular dynamics unit
cells. The fcc crystal is commensurate with the simulation
cell and the edge of the cube is in the 1,0,0 direction of the
crystal. A pairwise additive Weeks-Chandler-Andersen
WCA potential,
uijrij = 4 
rij
12 −  
rij
6 + 14 ∀ rij  21/6 ,
49
uijrij = 0 ∀ rij  21/6 ,
was used for the interaction between the particles. The
energy unit is , the length unit is , and the time unit
is m2 /, where m is the mass. The system has a number
density of =N3 /V=1.15, which results in an equilibrium
crystal at the two temperatures studied, T=0.5 and T
=2.5  /kB.
For the nonequilibrium simulations eight different fre-
quencies were simulated. For those with a frequency of 
=2.513 or higher, the maximum amplitude of the strain as
defined in Eq. 40 was 0=0.025, for the lower frequencies
0=0.08 was used. As the frequency is lowered, with fixed
maximum strain amplitude, the signal to noise ratio for the
loss component of the shear modulus deteriorates because
the strain rate goes toward zero. The larger amplitude used at
low frequencies helped alleviate this problem a little.
The equations of motion were integrated using a fourth
order the Runge–Kutta integrator. A time step of dt=0.002
was used for all simulations except for the NEMD simula-
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tions at the highest frequency where a time step of dt
=0.001 was used. All the simulations, both NEMD and equi-
librium, were repeated 1000 times to reduce the statistical
uncertainties. At the highest frequency the NEMD simula-
tions were given at least 6.3 time units to relax to the peri-
odic state and for the lowest frequency this was extended to
2000 time units. For all but the lowest three frequencies the
NEMD simulations were run for ten periods to obtain the
response. At the lowest frequency the NEMD simulations
were run for only two periods. The longest duration used for
producing data from the equilibrium simulations was 800
time units.
B. Simulation results and discussion
1. Equilibrium data
To calculate the response of the system using Eqs. 45
and 47 we need to first determine the equilibrium correla-
tion function, Eq. 46, and the zero frequency modulus, Eqs.
19 and 20, using data from equilibrium simulations. The
equilibrium correlation functions, normalized by the tem-
perature, can be seen in Fig. 1 for the temperatures of T
=0.5 and T=2.5. At zero delay time, t=0, the height of the
correlation function for the higher temperature is approxi-
mately a factor of 4 larger than that for the lower tempera-
ture. The viscosity is given by the area under the curve,
lim→0 ˜R ˜R0+=V0

dsCs, and as it turns out the
values obtained for the two different temperatures are very
similar. For the temperature of T=2.5 we have ˜R0+=283
and for the temperature of T=0.5 we have ˜R0+=222. Al-
though the area under the curve for the higher temperature
appears much larger in Fig. 1, by noting the logarithmic time
axis it can be seen that the difference decays very rapidly.
This is the reason the values are relatively close to each
other. The limiting viscosity for the crystal increases, rather
weakly, with temperature. This is in contrast to a liquid
where the viscosity decreases with increasing temperature,
often strongly, but is similar to a dilute gas where the viscos-
ity also increases with temperature.
One cannot measure the viscosity of a crystal at zero
frequency by subjecting it to an unbounded strain. At zero
frequency, for large enough strain, a crystal will exhibit a
nonlinear response, undergo plastic deformation, cleavage,
or fracture. The viscosity we calculate is the limiting zero
frequency shear viscosity, lim→0. If we subject the crys-
tal to an oscillating strain, the viscosity characterizes the dis-
sipation of energy in the low frequency limit.
An alternative way to measure the limiting zero fre-
quency shear viscosity is to subject a crystal to a fixed but
very small strain rate for a limited period of time tl, which is
inversely proportional to the strain rate, tl=m / ˙. If we set
the maximum strain, m to be m0.1—according to Lin-
demann’s criterion—then we will not cleave or otherwise
damage the crystal and we will remain in the linear response
regime for both the shear rate which is always very small and
for elastic deformation. As the strain rate decreases toward
zero the amount of time we may strain the crystal diverges to
infinity. So even though the maximum strain of the crystal is
limited m as the strain rate is reduced we have ever
more time available for the shearing system to relax to a
nonequilibrium steady state . The shear viscosity of this lim-
iting steady state is what we call the limiting shear viscosity
of a crystal. Of course as the strain rate is lowered the dete-
riorating signal to noise ratio demands that the size of the
system, or the number of times the shearing protocol is re-
peated must be increased. This may not be a practical way to
measure the limiting viscosity of a solid.
2. Frequency dependent modulus and viscosity
at T=0.5
We examine the case for the fcc crystal at a temperature
of T=0.5 in more detail. The correlation function Ct
= 	PxytPxy0
 was calculated from equilibrium simulations
as discussed above, and Fourier transformed, according to
Eq. 45, using the first order Filon’s quadrature given in the
Appendix, to obtain the storage and loss moduli. The value
for G0 was obtained from the equilibrium simulations using
Eqs. 19 and 20. We then performed nonequilibrium simu-
lations at various frequencies, and applied a least-squares fit
of a sinusoidal function to the response allowing us to obtain
estimates of G˜ at a small number of distinct frequencies. The
results of this are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the
agreement between the two data sets is very good. This con-
firms the correctness of our theoretical expressions for the
frequency dependent elastic moduli. In general the low fre-
quency G˜ I data are difficult or computationally expensive
0x103
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FIG. 1. The stress correlation function for the fcc crystal at temperatures of
T=0.5 and T=2.5. Plotted is the function Ct=	PxytPxy0
. Note that
the time axis is logarithmic and that the curve with the higher initial value
close to 6	103 corresponds to the temperature of T=2.5.
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FIG. 2. The storage G˜ R and loss G˜ I moduli for the temperature of
T=0.5. The storage modulus G˜ R is the symbols + while the loss modu-
lus is the symbols 	. The solid curves are obtained from linear response
theory using data obtained from the equilibrium simulations while the sym-
bols were obtained directly from the NEMD simulations.
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to obtain reliably due to the small amplitude of the strain
rate. As mentioned above the strain amplitude is fixed, and
therefore the strain rate becomes very small at low frequen-
cies with ˙. It can be seen that the low frequency data,
from the transformed Ct, decays as lim→0 G˜ I this
results in a gradient of unity for lnG˜ I versus ln at low
frequencies, see Fig. 2. This is obvious from Eq. 45, upon
taking the small angle approximation coss=1+O2, we
see that lim→0 G˜ I=˜R0+.
In Fig. 3 the same data is shown for the complex fre-
quency dependence of the shear viscosity. The real part of
the viscosity, ˜R, converges to the finite value at zero
frequency which is given by the area under the correlation
function shown in Fig. 1. What is distinctly different in this
graph, relative to equivalent data for a typical fluid, is the
behavior of the imaginary part of the viscosity ˜I. We see
that this quantity diverges, apparently to infinity, as the fre-
quency approaches zero. This is due to a solid having a non-
zero value for the zero frequency shear modulus G˜ 0. In a
fluid the zero frequency value of the imaginary part of the
shear viscosity is zero. The distinctive characteristic of the
frequency dependent viscosity of a solid phase, relative to a
fluid phase, is the contrasting behavior of the imaginary part
of the viscosity as the frequency approaches zero. For solids
the imaginary part diverges to infinity while in fluids it de-
cays to zero.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived a set of theoretical expressions for the
linear viscoelastic properties of crystals. Computer simula-
tions have been carried out which compare the results of
direct NEMD calculations for these properties, with the lin-
ear response theory expressions calculated using equilibrium
simulation data. The agreement between these two sets of
results confirms the correctness of our expressions for the
linear response.
A glass is often defined as a supercooled liquid with a
shear viscosity that is greater than 1013 P.17 In our units,
assuming that our potential gives a very approximate model
for argon, this would correspond to a viscosity of approxi-
mately 1016. However we should point out that when this
statement is made it is also assumed that the shear modulus
of the supercooled liquid/glass is zero. Once we enter the
glass phase the shear modulus is actually nonzero and then
according to our theory the Green–Kubo expression for the
shear viscosity changes reducing the magnitude of the shear
viscosity somewhat.
If the systems we studied here are taken to represent
argon we have shown via equilibrium and NEMD calcula-
tions that the limiting zero frequency shear viscosity ˜R0+
of an argon crystal is only two orders of magnitude greater
than liquid argon at its triple point. In the units used in this
paper the shear viscosity of triple point liquid argon is ap-
proximately 3.5. So in contrast to a glass, the crystalline
state has no anomalously high shear viscosity. Although we
have only calculated this viscosity for a single relative align-
ment between the crystal axes and the strain rate tensor, we
do not expect that varying this alignment would lead to an
increase in viscosity of many orders of magnitude. We know
of no other work, experimental or theoretical, that has calcu-
lated the limiting shear viscosity of a crystal. As far as we are
aware, all such work refers to the real and imaginary parts of
the shear modulus.
The crystal we have studied is a soft inert gas crystal. It
is interesting to speculate about the comparative values of
the limiting shear viscosities of ionic or covalent crystals.
Somewhat counterintuitively these types of crystals could
have limiting viscosity values that at room temperature, may
be lower than that of soft inert gas crystals. What is impor-
tant in increasing the viscosity of crystals is anharmonicity in
the nearest neighbor forces. Strong, high Q, nearly harmonic
crystals can be expected to have low shear viscosities.
Our work also points out the distinctiveness of glassy
systems. Glassy systems by definition exhibit an anoma-
lously high viscosity. This is quite different from the behav-
ior of crystalline solids and of the liquids from which a glass
may be formed.
We also see an interesting set of contrasting qualitative
behavior for the temperature dependence of the limiting
shear viscosity. Gases exhibit a positive temperature coeffi-
cient, liquids have a negative temperature coefficient, while
crystals again exhibit a positive temperature coefficient for
the limiting shear viscosity.
The zero frequency shear modulus is profoundly differ-
ent between a crystal and a fluid. For fluids the shear modu-
lus is precisely zero whereas in any solid, including crystals,
the shear modulus is nonzero. As Born stated in 1939, Ref. 9,
“…there can be no ambiguity in the definition of, or the
criterion for, melting. The difference between a solid and a
liquid is that the solid has elastic resistance to shearing stress
while a liquid does not.” Our work strongly supports this
assertion but points out that the contrast in behavior between
fluids and crystals shows its greatest effect when one com-
pares the limiting zero frequency component of the imagi-
nary part of the shear viscosity. In fluids that value is zero
while in crystals the limiting value is infinity!
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FIG. 3. Frequency dependent viscosity for the crystal at T=0.5. The sym-
bols + represent the real part of the viscosity ˜R and the symbols 	
represent the imaginary part ˜I. The solid lines are from the linear re-
sponse theory and the symbols are from NEMD simulations. The symbols
for the real part at the lowest two frequencies are not very accurate.
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APPENDIX: TRANSFORMING THE
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION
A trapezoidal version of Filon’s quadrature was used to
transform the correlation functions,

t0
t1
dsfscoss = 1

ft1sint1 − ft0sint0
+
1
2
ft1 − ft0
t1 − t0
cost1
− cost0 , A1

t0
t1
dsfssins = 1

ft0cost0 − ft1cost1
+
1
2
ft1 − ft0
t1 − t0
sint1
− sint0 . A2
Using these quadrature it is straightforward to prove, given
f
=0, that
lim
→


0


dsfscoss = 0, A3
lim
→


0


dsfssins = f0 . A4
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